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Well maybe it’s going to get better on the other side of the world. I
mean, the Australian shows were an improvement in a way but it should be
interesting to see what they do over in England. We’re a few weeks away
from Mayhem and it’s fairly clear that Booker T.’s World Title reign is
in trouble. Let’s get to it.

The opening video is about….Battledome. There’s the Thrillers turning on
Nash and all the other stuff in there too but the fact that Battledome is
in this spot disturbs me.

Opening sequence.

The roster comes down to ringside and it looks like it’s time for a
meeting. Tony has an envelope from Ric Flair, which isn’t to be open
until Ric is here. Cue Ric to put over WCW and talk about how hard Mike
Sanders works as Commissioner. However, if Mike ever steps out of line,
Flair has the authority to override him at anytime. That brings Flair to
the Cruiserweight Title, which Sanders has 48 hours to defend. Tonight
though, we’re going to have an eight man Lethal Lottery with the final
team standing facing off on Thunder for a World Title shot the night
after Mayhem. Here are the teams:

Mike Awesome/Bam Bam Bigelow

Booker T./Lex Luger

Alex Wright/Disco Inferno

Sting/Scott Steiner
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They really can’t go through one of these without giving away how rigged
the drawing is. Anyway there’s no Steiner so Flair says get out here
right now. Steiner comes out and gets in Flair’s face which triggers a
brawl. Sting and Booker get into it a bit and the rest of the roster get
in the ring as everything falls apart.

The Natural Born Thrillers arrive.

Earlier today, Big Vito took credit for helping Crowbar win the Hardcore
Title on Thunder. A shot is granted for later tonight.

Sanders gives Lance Storm a match with General Rection for the US Title
tonight. Steiner comes in and agrees to anger management.

Hardcore Title: Big Vito vs. Crowbar

Vito is challenging and they start going at it immediately with Vito
punching the champ in the jaw, only to be sent into the post. The fight
goes into the crowd and Vito knocks him under some bleachers before
slamming him through some fish and chips. Back to ringside with Vito
loading up a table, which unfortunately gets a chant over in England too.
Vito gets catapulted into the post to bust him open but he’s still able
to knock Crowbar onto the table.

The big elbow doesn’t get to launch though as Crowbar rolls away so Vito
throws the table inside. This is getting a lot more time than most
hardcore matches and it’s only proving that hardcore matches don’t need
to last very long. Back in and Vito kicks the referee by mistake, because
a hardcore match needed a ref bump. Another kick puts Crowbar down but
here’s Reno to hit Vito with a baseball bat. Crowbar doesn’t see it so he
superplexes Vito through the table to retain.

Rating: D+. Standard hardcore match here with a little more time than
usual. In other words, nothing we haven’t seen a dozen times, though it
was cool to see Crowbar and Vito getting a bit of time instead of having
to rush through everything. I like both guys but no one could make
anything out of the hardcore division. Look at Norman Smiley, who was an
actual act in the division and is now just another jobber.



Mike Awesome and Bam Bam Bigelow would rather be fighting but they’re
willing to work together for the sake of getting a title shot.

Here are the Thrillers for a chat. Sanders says the polls are closed and
the votes are in, meaning the team has won the award for World’s Biggest
Swerve. Tony: “We demand a recount.” Kevin Nash is a master manipulator
who gets whatever he wants but if he can’t, he resorts to violence. All
that changed last week when Nash hit a roadblock which left him SOL. “And
he knows what that means now.” I didn’t know for years after this show
and WCW used it WAY too often.

Stasiak says Nash fell to evolution (Stevie: “Revolution?”) but here’s
Nash to interrupt. Kevin gets right to the point and says he’s twice as
dangerous now so Sanders makes O’Haire vs. Stasiak vs. Palumbo vs. Nash
in a four corners match. Nash accepts and promises that Stasiak is his
tonight.

Sting is willing to work with Steiner to get a title shot.

Elix Skipper hits on Ms. Jones but she says he’s not over. Cat comes in
and a match is made for later.

Mike Awesome/Bam Bam Bigelow vs. Sting/Scott Steiner

Steiner starts brawling with both guys before Sting even gets to the
aisle but I can’t blame him for not being worried about either guy. Sting
gets in and cleans house as Tony wonders what happens if Steiner wins
this whole thing and then wins the title as well. A fight almost breaks
out between Sting and Steiner, allowing Awesome to get in a shot from
behind as this turns into a regular match. Steiner comes in to beat on
Awesome and Bigelow gets thrown with a suplex. Awesome grabs an Alabama
Slam on Steiner but Sting breaks up the Awesome Splash, setting up the
Recliner to advance Sting and Steiner.

Rating: D. Nothing match here of course but that’s exactly what it was
expected to be. Sting and Steiner advancing was the only option as no one
is going to buy Bigelow and Awesome as a threat to win anything,
especially after Awesome lost his two title shots in the last few weeks.
At least Steiner didn’t make Bigelow submit because that might have taken



away some of his heat, which he totally has.

Bigelow lays Awesome out post match.

Jimmy Hart accepts a challenge from a DJ from August, Georgia.

The Boogie Knights try to sell Kronik their spot in the Lethal Lottery
but wind up paying them to take the spots instead.

The Filthy Animals tell Flair what the Knights just did because the boss
doesn’t watch the show.

Booker doesn’t care who he’s fighting tonight.

Flair has a replacement to face the Knights. Just say it’s Goldberg.

The Misfits are ready for Storm and Team Canada tonight.

We recap last week’s brawl with the Battledome Warriors.

This week, WCW invaded the Battledome set.

Earlier today, the Battledome Warriors invaded and had a brawl in the
back. There’s no evidence that this was actually in London of course.

Booker T./Lex Luger vs. Kronik

Booker and Clark get things going with the champ kicking him in the face
and bringing Luger in, only to have Lex get taken into the Kronik corner.
Adams gets two off a piledriver (Tony: “That move right there could
change the landscape of WCW.”) but the referee gets distracted, allowing
Booker to get in a kick to to set up the hot tag.

Now it’s Booker cleaning house until what looks like a low blow takes him
down. Lex comes in and throws Booker to the floor, earning himself a full
nelson slam from Adams. Cue Scott Steiner to hit Booker in the back,
setting up High Times to give Adams the pin, naturally on Booker because
Luger needs to be protected.

Rating: D. These matches are getting worse each time and the ending here
made my eyes roll. What is this company’s obsession with making the



champions look like morons who can’t win anything on their own? Much like
the first match, this didn’t have enough time to go anywhere and the
story was more important than the action.

Kronik says if one of them wins the belt, they both do.

Shawn Stasiak vs. Sean O’Haire vs. Chuck Palumbo vs. Kevin Nash

Shawn bails to start and brings in Palumbo to eat a side slam for two.
It’s off to O’Haire for knees and kicks, allowing Stasiak to come in for
his cheap shots. Palumbo sends him into the buckle as I’m still trying to
figure out why this is a four corners match. I know it’s a common thing
in WCW but I really don’t get why this is happening. Nash fights up and
cleans house but Reno comes in to break up the Jackknife on Stasiak,
drawing the DQ.

Rating: D-. If there’s a good match coming on this show, I’d love to see
it anytime soon. This was another bad match that should have been a
handicap as they did nothing to suggest that it was anything else. Nash
vs. the Thrillers is fine but it doesn’t work unless the young guys go
over in the end.

Jindrak comes in and helps with the beatdown.

Elix Skipper vs. The Cat

Slugout to start with Cat taking over, unfortunately at a very fast pace
which means he’s likely to get blown up in a hurry. They head outside
with Elix sending him into the apron, only to get smacked in the face for
hitting on Jones. Stevie: “She learned that at Yak University!” Cat gets
in his dancing shots to the face, followed by the Feliner for the pin.

Rating: D-. Well Jones looked good so the match wasn’t a total loss. As
has been the case all night though, this was a short, nothing match set
up earlier in the show which isn’t likely to mean anything by the end of
the night. It filled in time though and at this point, that’s almost all
you can ask for in WCW.

Boogie Knights vs. ???



Of course it’s Goldberg. Wright gets in a missile dropkick to stagger
Goldberg but a spear cuts Disco in half. Some slams set up the Jackhammer
for the pin on Wright in short order.

Steiner says he’ll win everything.

US Title: General Rection vs. Lance Storm

Storm is challenging and Gunns is the only one at ringside. Rection
shrugs off some chops and takes him outside, only to have a suplex
countered into a DDT on the floor. Back in and Lance gets two off a
springboard missile dropkick. Rection gets the same with a powerslam as
the Misfits and the Canadians come out to brawl. Gunns turns heel though
by handing Storm a foreign object but Rection is up at two. We hit the
Mapleleaf though and Gunns throws in the towel to give Storm the title.
Well that’s overkill.

Rating: D. Another angle instead of a match here on a show full of them.
Gunns turning means nothing because now she’s going to be Canadian by
choice instead of by force, which is totally different you see. In theory
it sets up Rection winning the title one on one though and that’s fine
all around. No one cares about Gunns turning though.

Post break, Gunns takes off the Bombs Away shirt to reveal the
Mapleleafs.

Kronik vs. Scott Steiner/Sting

Adams gets in an early piledriver on Sting, followed by a gorilla press
gutbuster for two. It’s off to Steiner for a low blow on Adams and a hard
beating on Clark in the corner. The belly to belly sets up more right
hands to Clark’s head before making the tag off to Sting. Everything
breaks down and Adams has to break up the Deathlock on Clark, setting up
a full nelson slam and High Times on Scott. Midajah offers a distraction
though and Sting counters the Meltdown into the Death Drop for the pin.

Rating: D. Good night there have been some bad matches tonight. This was
the most obvious ending, even though having Steiner potentially win a
title shot when he could be champion beforehand isn’t the brightest idea



in the world. Kronik being in here was fine but the story is a bit
messier than it really needed to be. At least this competition was only
three matches long instead of a full show. I don’t want to imagine what
WCW would try with twenty or more people in one of these things.

Post match Steiner chairs Sting so Booker comes out with a chair of his
own to knock Steiner out. Sting gets up and Booker knocks him out by
mistake.

Overall Rating: D-. So much for the hot streak as WCW comes crashing
right back down to earth with this mess of a show. There were way too
many matches that either meant nothing and a competition that didn’t need
to be there (though could have been worse). This was a really weak show
overall though there’s always the chance that the flight to England might
have had something to do with it.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the History of the Intercontinental Title at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01D4D3EGQ

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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